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This aide memoire outlines the proposed scope, structure and timing for a targeted review of New
Zealand’s adventure activities regulations following the Whakaari/White Island erupt on. Officials
are available to discuss further options for this review.
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Scoping a targeted review of adventure activity regulations
You have signalled that you are comfortable with the initial scoping of our proposed targeted
review [2048 19-20 refers]. This aide memoire and annex provides you with more detailed
information regarding the proposed structure of the targeted review.

2.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment has determined that the intersection
between adventure activities and environmental hazards is the most pertinent area for further
investigation. Our targeted review would investigate whether unintended weaknesses exist in
the adventure activities regulations where these activities also involve environmental
hazards. Specific topics which may be of interest include regulatory definitions, the function
of the audit regime, and the role of experts.

3.

We are working across government to ensure our work considers interfaces across systems,
and that we access the right expertise during our work. Policy intersections w have
identified include the conservation estate, local government, and transport safe y systems.

4.

We would like to discuss your preferences regarding public messaging on this targeted
review. Here are examples of our proposed messaging, which we c n expand into a set of
reactive comms if required.
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1.

“The Minister for Workplace Relations and Safety has irected officials to undertake
a targeted review in response to the Whakaari/White sland tragedy, to determine if
there are any weaknesses in the regulatory regime where adventure activities
intersect with significant environmental hazards ”

•

“MBIE will work closely across government to ensure that this review does not
compromise the investigations underway, and to ensure the work is informed by the
appropriate expertise.”

Within three months we aim to provide you with initial advice on the health of this aspect of
the regulatory framework and any ecommended areas of future policy work. Further details
of our proposed timing can be found in the attached A3.
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Annex One: Proposed Scope of Targeted Review
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PROPOSED SCOPE OF TARGETED REVIEW
1. Intersection between adventure activities and environmental hazards

2. Limits of the scope (in green)

• Volcano w alking t ours

High Risk Environment+
Low Risk Activity

Policy Intent

• W alking tours on unstable
terrain, e.g. Cape Kidnappers
• M an-mad e environment s, e.g.
tourist mines
• Kayaki ng

High Risk Environment+
High Risk Activity

• Ca nyoning
• Coast eering
• Mountaineering

High Risk Activity

• Bungee j um ping
• Bridge swinging
• High ropes courses

3. Intersections with other Policy Spheres

4 Proposed actions and timing

• Identify scope
of review

• Identify any
problems

• En sure scope
will not cut
across
WorkSafe
investigation

• Con sider
potential
policy option s
• Is further
policy work
desirable and
fea sible?

• Determine
timing
• Planning
stakeholder
engagement

• The progress
of this phase
is dependent
on problems
identified in
the previou s
pha se
• Analysis of
option s and
decision s

